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Bellows DusterBellows DusterBellows DusterBellows DusterBellows Duster

The first choice of professionals, and now it's even better!The first choice of professionals, and now it's even better!The first choice of professionals, and now it's even better!The first choice of professionals, and now it's even better!The first choice of professionals, and now it's even better!
From crack and crevice to dusting
large voids, it's the most versatile.
Dip bellows into powder for quick
1/2 lb. fill.  No mess, no waste.

Wider dispersion ensures better
coverage, higher kill.

Avoids risk of shock when dusting
in and through outlets.  Body,
bellows, tube & nozzle are all long-
life plastic.

Won't rust, won't come apart
during use.

M322 pest pistol professional:M322 pest pistol professional:M322 pest pistol professional:M322 pest pistol professional:M322 pest pistol professional:
Comes with brass & stainless steel
cleanout rod and a spare nozzle tip that
you can customize.
Blue.Blue.Blue.Blue.Blue.  Case of 12 or 60.

M345 Roach Powder applicator:M345 Roach Powder applicator:M345 Roach Powder applicator:M345 Roach Powder applicator:M345 Roach Powder applicator:
The basic durable, versatile duster,
without cleanout rod or spare nozzle.
RedRedRedRedRed. Case of 12 or 60.

M01 Twelve-inch extension tube.M01 Twelve-inch extension tube.M01 Twelve-inch extension tube.M01 Twelve-inch extension tube.M01 Twelve-inch extension tube.
Fits either version.  Pack of 12.
Flexible.Flexible.Flexible.Flexible.Flexible.

Use 12-inch extension for recessed
openings....

Or to reach high and low.

Remove the tip for WIDE coverage, such
as drop ceilings and attic voids.

For crack and crevice: Rotate for just the
right amount of dust.

Wide bellows mouth makes filling easy,
and interior filter helps prevent clogging.
One quick tap of the rear of the base on a
hard  surface resolves most clogs without
slowing work.

For voids: hold with both hands, fingers on
the base, palms on edge of bellows.
[Pressing on the edge, not middle, gives
better leverage.]
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®

One duster for voids AND
crack & crevice.


